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What is The Leap?
The Leap is an ambitious new organization dedicated to transforming
the systems that are threatening our planet and the people on it.
We connect the dots between the urgent crises of our time climate racism, and inequality - and advance solutions that address them holistically
We challenge the idea that the only realistic path is small,
incremental change. And we push the boundaries of what is
considered politically possible.

“At a time of so many intensifying crises
- climate, inequality, racial and gender-based
injustice, escalating wars - it’s hard not to feel
overwhelmed and pulled in all directions.
What I love about the Leap
is that it doesn’t ask anyone to choose
between all these crucial fronts of struggle.
Or to create a hierarchy of crisis.

We’re guided by a clear and inspiring vision of the world we want to
reach: one based on radical care for the earth and each other.
In our work, we identify innovative and silo-busting local initiatives,
and help strengthen, amplify, scale and replicate them.
We embody our progressive values in our work, striving for just,
caring and non-extractive relationships in both our internal culture
and external partnerships.

Instead it offers integrated and
intersecting solutions grounded in a clear
and compelling vision of a future that is
ecologically safe, economically fair and
socially just. The Leap is the thread that
weaves our movements together.”
- Naomi Klein, co-founder, The Leap
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The Team

Where We’re Working

The Leap is co-founded by Naomi Klein, who advises
on and supports our strategy, communications and
organizing work. We are a majority women-led,
majority person of color organization that strives to
embody the values we’re fighting for in the world,
within our internal culture.
Jody Chan
Organizing Coordinator
Leah Henderson
Operations & Development Lead

Alberta Canada

Thunder Bay Canada

Anthony Karefa Rogers-Wright
U.S. Organizer

Omaha Nebraska

Avi Lewis
Co-Founder and Strategic Director

Los Angeles

California

Katie McKenna
Co-Executive Director
Bianca Mugyenyi
Co-Executive Directorr

Puerto Rico

Rajiv Sicora
Blog Editor, Research Manager & U.S. Organizer
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Our Projects

In 2017, we planted the seeds
for 2018: Grow with us.
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Alberta
A “Polluter Pays” campaign for a unionized cleanup of
aging oil and gas wells that could put tens of thousands
back to work and spark a “reclamation boom”.

“We have to take on the toxic
legacy of 100 years of oil and
gas exploration in this province.
Alberta’s economic future isn’t in
exploration - it’s in reclamation.”
- Brent Nimeck

Alberta, Canada
Brent Nimeck and Regan Boychuk are oil patch veterans with
a plan to put Alberta back to work - cleaning up a century’s worth
of aging oil and gas infrastructure. Reclaim Alberta is their plan for a
unionized reclamation of Alberta’s 330,000 aging and expired oil and
gas wells, funded by the industry that left them there.
We’re working with Brent and Regan to build a diverse coalition around
the campaign, and launch a grassroots organizing network of people
advocating for the cleanup of wells affecting their communities.

Seattle, Washington

Reclaim Alberta is a powerful example of how “managed
decline” of the fossil fuel industry can generate a true just
transition for its workers, and a model for oil and gas-producing
regions around the world.
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Los Angeles
A call for a wartime-level mobilization to make the
second-largest city in the U.S. fossil-free in just eight
years, led by frontline communities

“When I read the Leap
Manifesto I knew right away that
this is the type of plan we need
in Los Angeles. It embodies the
urgency this crisis requires, it
has justice at its core, and it has
the power to inspire.”
- Los Angeles Councilmember Paul Koretz.

Los Angeles, Californ
In November 2017, over 80 local leaders gathered at Debs Park in Los
Angeles to begin framing an audacious, justice-based vision of how
the second largest city in the United States can go fossil free by 2025.
This historic process brought together a spectrum of organizers
from the frontlines of Indigenous rights, environmental justice,
labor and food justice, and more.
With Los Angeles announced as host of the 2028 Olympics, billions
of dollars of infrastructure will now be on the table. An empowered
climate justice coalition will be fighting to harness it for genuine transition - rather than gold medal greenwashing.
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Thunder Bay
In one of Canada’s most troubled cities, grassroots
organizers draft a silo-busting vision for the city they
want - and then use it as a platform to run a slate of
candidates for City Council.

Thunder Bay has gained notoriety as one of the hate crime and murder
capitals of Canada, while struggling economically since the collapse of
the local forestry industry. In 2016, a diverse group of community
leaders came together to draft the Thunder Bay Manifesto - a plan
to face the city’s challenges head-on, while making it a national
leader in environmental justice and Indigenous rights.
Now, they’re organizing to run a slate of candidates in the next
city election, and turn the Manifesto into city policy. Inspired by
and inspiring other radical municipal movements across Canada and
the U.S., Leap Thunder Bay organizers are changing what power looks
like in their city, one neighbourhood at a time.

“The Thunder Bay Manifesto is
not something we wrote just to
feel good about. In 2018, there’s
going to be a Leap City Council
in Thunder Bay.”
- Dave Cryderman

Thunder Bay, Canada
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Nebraska
Farmers use regenerative agriculture to build local
alternatives to Big Ag, improve food security, and tackle
climate change

“I just want agriculture to
be what it once was again.
Farming used to be about
feeding people.”
- Nancy O’Connor, Nebraska farmer

Omaha, Nebraska
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Revitalized communities. Healthy food. Keeping carbon in the
ground. These are the goals of RegeNErate Nebraska, a nascent
regenerative farming network in Omaha, Nebraska.
RegeNErate Nebraska is growing its ranks through local meetings,
workshops and public education. They’re running a series of participatory workshops to connect farmers, Indigenous communities and
communities of color in drafting a collective vision for their local food
system. At its heart: a new kind of “pipeline”, one delivering sustainable healthy food from local farms to Nebraska schools, grocery
stores and urban food deserts.
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Puerto Rico
A Just Recovery for Puerto Rico, designed for and by
Puerto Ricans: a plan to rebuild the island, transition to
renewable energy, and reclaim political power
simultaneously.

“The cycle of colonization
must end now. We’re calling
for an immediate Just Recovery
and Relief Aid Package for
Puerto Rico”
- Anthony Rogers-Wright

When Hurricanes Irma and Maria struck Puerto Rico, they left behind
a massive environmental justice disaster, on an island that was already
suffering from brutal austerity measures imposed under the excuse of
dealing with its debt crisis. In this moment of devastation, there is a real
risk that the same forces that created a debt crisis in order to privatize the island’s services will now exploit these climate change-driven
shocks for further gain.
The Leap is not directly working in Puerto Rico, since the struggle for a
Just Recovery is being led by Puerto Ricans, both on the island and in
the diaspora. We are supporting the efforts of Our Power Puerto
Rico, a coalition of climate and economic justice organizations
and partners on the ground.
On November 14th, a solidarity brigade from #OurPowerPR arrived
in San Juan on Greenpeace’s Arctic Sunrise vessel, to join rebuilding
efforts led by local communities.
Together, the #OurPowerPR coalition is flipping the script on
disaster capitalism and paving the way for true climate justice.

Puerto Rico
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Leap Events
Public Debate on Basic Income — April 2017

Facing the politics of confusion and fear:
Social justice as a global challenge — November 2017

The idea of a Universal Basic Income (UBI) has been championed by
both progressives and conservatives. Is the UBI a means of redistributing wealth, attacking poverty and protecting workers from technological displacement? Or will basic income serve to advance an agenda of
austerity and privatization? On April 13 2017, in the spirit of the Leap
Manifesto’s call for ‘vigorous debate about the introduction of a universal basic income,’ we began to debate these important questions.

Protest: What is it good for? — November 2017
Naomi Klein and Mayor of Barcelona Ada Colau appeared on stage
together on November 9, 2017 to talk about strategies of resistance
based in feminism, social justice, and ecological justice. The event was
organized by Barcelona en Comú, a municipalist platform whose values
include justice, community rights, and participatory democracy.

On November 9 2017, Greenpeace hosted The Leap’s Co-Executive
Director Bianca Mugyenyi in an evening of conversation with actress
Jane Fonda. In this intergenerational dialogue, they shared their stories,
from the frontlines of the Dakota Access Pipeline to launching political “mind bombs” with the Leap Manifesto, and explored the changing
world of activism, climate and progressive social movements.
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Contact

The Leap exists to nurture bold experiments in radical and inclusive
democracy. With your gift, we can support them to scale, replicate,
and inspire other leaps, all over the world.

The Leap is a fiscally-sponsored 501c3 in the United States.
In Canada, The Leap’s fiscal sponsor is the non-profit Polaris Institute.

For more information or to discuss
contributing to The Leap, please contact:
Leah Henderson
Development & Operations Lead
leah@theleap.org

theleap.org
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